Cross-Cultural Comparison of Youth Fitness Testing in China and the US: An Ecological Systems Model Approach
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Abstract
This paper takes on a different address to youth fitness testing from previous literature by applying a cross-cultural comparison of youth fitness testing in both the US and China. Utilizing a modified version of Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model, the chronosystem (historical evolution over time), and macrosystem (social and cultural vantage point) factors, in particular, are explored within the realm of youth fitness testing. From the lens of this model changes and characteristics of youth fitness testing practice are identified. It is concluded that both fitness testing batteries were revised periodically as time passes, even though more revisions and debates occurred in the US. Although both countries made the shift from skill-related fitness to health-related fitness, social and cultural values in both countries dictated the implementation styles of youth fitness testing and the use of the current youth fitness testing results. Future theoretical research on youth fitness testing should investigate the other three factors of the model.
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There have been concerted efforts in exploring the influence of school-based physical education programs in combatting sedentarism among youth (United States Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 1996, 2000). Health-related youth fitness testing, often employed within the school setting, continues to be an important predictor for health markers in children (IOM, 2012). Corbin and colleagues (2014) claimed fitness education and health-related fitness assessment are vital to physical education, the relationship between health and health-related fitness is present over all age groups, and it is necessary to teach about all aspects of health-related fitness components within a fitness education setting.

For the purpose of this paper, a cross-cultural lens is applied to compare youth fitness testing between the US and China, which are two of the largest countries in the world, representing two different educational cultures and societal systems. Cross-cultural comparisons have been made in many fields, including general education, educational psychology, and on a narrower scope in physical education. In the physical education realm, there have been a variety of studies that used the cross-cultural approach with topics such as the Theory of Planned of Behavior with physical activity (Hagger, Chatzisaranthis, Barkoukis, & Wang, 2007), exercise behaviors in college age students (Cardinal, Tuominen, & Rintala, 2004), perceived autonomy support in physical education and leisure-time physical activity (Hagger, 2005), and achievement goals in physical education (Xiang, Lee, & Solmon, 1997). All of these studies have led to advancements in our field by providing examples of global trends, or lack thereof, within the arena of physical education. By applying this to youth fitness testing, the hope is to provide significant change and advancement that has been lacking over the past 50 years as outlined by a number of researchers in the field of physical education (Corbin, 2004; Gard & Pluim, 2017; Silverman, Keating, & Phillips, 2008). With further exploration between fitness testing in these two countries, which make up almost 25% of the world's population collectively, our cross-cultural study allows us to consider different youth fitness testing perspectives, values and protocols, and analyze where policies and practices are the same, as well as where they diverge and the effectiveness of different approaches. The findings found by the present study have the potential to aide in the fight against the obesity epidemic and sedentarism in the current global context through improving student health-related fitness via fitness testing.

Theoretical Framework
Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological systems model was a nested system that originally consisted of four environmental levels centered around human development: microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem. The model in its entirety investigates a variety of environmental factors, their complexities, and how these may impact child development or response in different situations. Bronfenbrenner outlined a microsystem as a "pattern of activities, roles, and interpersonal relations experienced by the developing person in a given setting with particular physical and material characteristics" (p. 22). Essentially, it is the smallest, most immediate environment around the child. This environment revolves around one-on-one interactions with a parent, sibling, peer, neighbor, or teacher. The mesosystem was defined as "the interrelations among two or more settings in which the developing person actively participates" (p. 25). These social interactions took place directly among the people within the environment and the focal individual (e.g. religious group, school, home, neighborhood). The exosystem signifies "one or more settings that do not involve the developing person as an active participant, but in which events occur that affect, or are affected by, what happens in the setting containing the developing person" (p. 25). These would be direct or indirect relationships, that have some sort of
trickle-down effect on the child. Examples of these settings are the local industry, school board, mass media, parents' workplace, or local government. The macrosystem represents "consistencies, in the form and content of lower-order systems that exist, or could exist, at the level of subculture or culture as a whole, along with any belief systems or ideology underlying such consistencies" (p. 26). This level within the model deals with the social and cultural impact on the child, fundamentally the ideologies of the dominant culture. From his own critical critique of the original model, Bronfenbrenner incorporated a fifth environmental level: the chronosystem. This systems is the "influence on the person's development of changes (and continuities) over time in the environments in which the person is living" (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, p. 724). The chronosystem's main focus is time, in that there are changes and constants throughout the development of a child. These changes or constants over time could pertain to personal instances such as family structure, location of the household, or parent income. However, it could also include larger contextual occurrences such as wars, economic cycles, or advancements in technology.

**Figure 1. Bronfenbrenner's Bioecological Model**

This paper aims to take an ecological model and apply it within the context of physical education to explore youth fitness testing in a cross-cultural manner between China and the US. By examining the youth fitness testing from both cultures, the hope is to have evidence of progress made, with directions on how to move forward, in order to eventually better each child's personal health and fitness growth over time. For the purpose of the paper, executing a cross-cultural perspective, only the chronosystem and macrosystem will be employed. Working from the broader environmental factors in Bronfenbrenner's model, the chronosystem, the paper will begin by examining the historical and evolutionary changes within youth fitness testing from a national and global level, beginning in the 1950s. Following is a comparison of the two cultures, and an examination of this content through Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model. Navigating to the macrosystem level, there is a section speaking to global trends and cultural differences that need to be taken into consideration when examining youth fitness testing administration and results. There is a brief discussion of the exosystem, mesosystem, and microsystem in the future research implications section.

**Chronosystem - Changes Over Time**

Both China and the US have implemented systematic youth fitness testing in the school setting starting in the 1950s, but initially for different reasons (Keating, Haung, Deng, & Qu, 2003). However, in both countries, the fundamental notion behind implementing nationwide fitness testing as of late, was based on the premise that the results of these tests could support teacher use of the instruments with correct interventions, and motivation for youth to be more physically active (Fan, 1996; Morrow Jr., Zhu, Franks, Meredith, & Spain, 2009; Pangrazi, 2001). Just as the purpose of implementing fitness testing has adapted over time, there have the fitness tests themselves. Fitness testing programs in China and the US have both gone through many changes (Li, 1996; Keating, 2003; Morrow Jr. & Ede, 2009). Below is an examination of the fitness testing changes through a historical analysis in both countries. Unfortunately, the US history is much more in depth due to the lack of availability of resources and research written in English for the Chinese fitness testing history.

**History and Evolution of Youth Fitness Testing in the US**

In the US, the realization that American children and youth were far less fit in comparison to European youth when utilizing the Kraus-Weber assessment, initiated the start of systematic youth fitness testing (Freedson, Cureton, & Heath, 2000; Kraus & Hirschland, 1953; Kraus & Hirschland, 1954; Seefeldt & Vogel, 1989). President Dwight D. Eisenhower learned of the results of the initial study and thought of the impact on the military services (Zhu, Mahar, Welk, Going, & Cureton, 2011). In 1956, President's Council on Youth Fitness was created as a response to those findings. Following, the American association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AHPER) organization held many meetings on youth fitness throughout 1957-1958, and the AHPER Fitness Test was published in 1958 (Pate, Oria, & Pillsbury, 2012). Continued attention of the link between fitness and preparedness for the military service extended into the 1960s, spilling into President-Elect John F. Kennedy's era (Morrow Jr. et al., 2009). During this time period, AAHPER was the only nationally recommended yet required test for many years, until multiple states started creating their own (Zhu et al., 2011).

The notion and implementation of health-related fitness began in the 1970s (Jackson, 2006; Pate, 1983; Pate, 1988). During this time period there was a preponderance of evidence linking fitness and physical activity to positive health outcomes and multiple committees were developed by AAHPERD (Pate et al., 2013). There were many factors that influenced this shift in fitness testing such as the publication about aerobic fitness (Cooper, 1968), and the establishment of exercise physiology, physical activity epidemiology, and measurement (Jackson, 2006). This
new commitment to fitness led AAHPERD to publish the Health-Related Physical Fitness Test in 1980 (Keating, 2003; Morrow Jr., Zhu, Franks, Meredith, & Spain, 2009). There was also the development of the Youth Fitness Test, which incorporated an awards program, administered by the retitled President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports (PCPFS), along with a newly developed fitness report card from the Cooper Institute (Pate et al., 2013). The initial AAHPERD Health-Related Physical Fitness Test included the testing batteries of cardiorespiratory function, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and body composition (Zhu et al., 2011), which has basically kept the same (Keating, Smolianov, Liu, Castro-Piñero, & Smith, 2018). Throughout the 1980s, multiple revisions were done on the AAHPERD Health-Related Physical Fitness Test and Youth Fitness Test (Morrow et al., 2009; Silverman et al., 2008).

During the 1980s, and moving into the 1990s, there was a philosophical shift from norm-referenced fitness testing (compared with others) to a criterion referenced fitness testing (compared with pre-set standards). An example of a norm-referenced fitness test would be the Presidential Physical Fitness Award Program (PCPFS) where students’ scores have to be above the 85th percentile on all five tests in order to achieve the award (Zhu et al., 2011). The FITNESSGRAM is an example of a criterion referenced fitness test where scores are based on a cut-off point set from an extensive literature review, originally developed in 1987 (Morrow Jr. et al., 2009; Plowman et al., 2006), with the extensive literature review for cut-off values done by Cureton (1994). There was also a call for a public health integration in youth fitness testing (Sallis & McKenzie, 1991; Simons-Morton et al., 1988). Wide scale national surveys were conducted - the National Children and Youth Fitness Studies (McGinnis, 1985; Ross & Pate, 1987) and the National School Population Fitness Survey (PCPFS, 1986). During this time period there were multiple individuals who critiqued and questioned the usage of fitness testing (Corbin, Lovejoy, Steingard, & Emerson, 1990; Freedson et al., 2000; Keating, 2003; Rowland, 1995; Seefeldt & Vogel, 1989). However, the recognition of the connection between fitness and health risk factors was as much of a motivation to refine the reliability and validity of youth fitness testing batteries (Corbin et al., 2014). The debate about the importance of relationship between physical activity and health and fitness to health factors began to dominate, reinforced the call for continuous research on refining the reliability and validity of youth fitness testing batteries (Corbin, 2007; Corbin, Pangrazi, & Welk, 1995; Silverman et al., 2008). There was an emphasis on professional organizations and governmental agencies to support policy creation as guidelines and standards for appropriate application and understanding of youth fitness testing (Pate et al., 2012).

Throughout the 90s and 2000s there were several policies, manuals, and guidelines published to support physical activity in the general population such as Physical Activity Guidelines for Adolescent: Consensus Statement (Sallis & Patrick, 1994), FITNESSGRAM manual with battery justification, explanation, and rationale (Morrow, Falls, & Kohl, 1994), Complete Guide to Youth Fitness Testing (Safrit, 1995), Physical Activity and Health: A Report of the Surgeon General (HHS, 1996), Physical Activity for Children: A Statement of Guidelines (NASPE, 1998), updating of national standards for sport and physical education (NASPE, 2004), and the physical activity guidelines for Americans announced (HHS, 2008). Over a dozen states have implemented, or are considering implementing mandatory youth fitness testing (Morrow & Ede, 2009). The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) included items regarding fitness measures (Morrow Jr. et al., 2009), which allowed for longitudinal observation of fitness components and identification of the link between fitness status and health markers (Ortega, Ruiz, Castillo, & Sjostrom, 2008; Suni et al., 1998). In the past 20 years, U.S. military servicemen and women were required to adhere to a set of health-related fitness standards for enlistment and retention (IOM, 1998), along with the Department of Defense mandating annual fitness assessments (DoD, 2004). As a continuation of the findings regarding the link between physical activity and fitness in the 70s, studies during this era suggested having a physical active lifestyle has advantageous effects on a variety of fitness levels and health outcomes (Bouchard & Shephard, 1994; Pate et al., 1995; Simons-Morton et al., 1988). Fitnessgram and the President’s Challenge combined the two test programs into Fitnessgram only during 2012-2013 (Toporek, 2012). Currently, the Fitnessgram is the most widely utilized youth fitness test in the US (Castro-Piñero et al., 2010; Keating et al., 2003; Keating et al., 2018; Smolianov, Zakus, & Gallo, 2014; Welk, Going, Morrow, & Meredith, 2011). However, the percentage of state required youth fitness testing using Fitnessgram has not been significantly increased in the past 10 years (Dauenhauer et al., 2019). Due to the fact that education is administrated at the state level in the US and there are great variations in educational policies and resources across states, It is unclear to what extent that youth fitness testing practices have been in existence in the US.

In summary, nationwide mandated youth fitness testing has not been in existence in the US, even though millions of American students have taken part in fitness testing since 1950s. The widely accepted purpose for youth fitness testing is to motivate students to participate in more physical activity and adopt a lifelong physically active lifestyle. As such, physical education teachers and students are not held accountable for fitness testing results. The connection of fitness education and fitness testing is not established through policies. In addition, teachers in state with mandated fitness testing had options to choose their fitness test batteries even when the President’s Challenge adopted Fitnessgram as its testing battery (Meredith & Welk, 2007). Teachers in states where fitness testing is not required can still select a different test battery (Miller et al., 2016). Moreover, testing components and items remained similar during the last 10 years (Morrow Jr. et al., 2009; Plowman et al., 2006). Although childhood obesity has been increased dramatically in the US in recent years, the increased state mandated use of youth fitness testing is not seen, suggesting that professionals in public health and physical education have not believed that youth fitness testing could be the centerpiece in combating childhood obesity. New technology has not been widely used in field-based youth fitness test batteries in the US.

History and Evolution of Youth Fitness Testing in China

The force for integrating youth fitness testing in China was initiated to follow the model of the Soviet Union, which integrated
national fitness testing programs in schools (Li, 1996). This national fitness test, from the former Russian Systems of Labor and Defense in 1954 (Keating et al., 2003), was originally integrated within the military and workforce places in China. Advancements in society, along with the separation between China and Russia, lead China to establish its own youth fitness test in 1975 titled China's National Youth Fitness Testing and included many skill-related fitness testing items such as long jump, 50-meter run, and medicine ball throwing (Chinese Student Health Network, 2008). Through the revisions of the test battery in line with the new knowledge about health-related fitness vs. skill-related fitness, it slowly shifted to health-related fitness and renamed the China National Physical Fitness Test (CNPFT) in 2007. In 2014, over the seven-year time span from the test's origination, the test program was made more reliable and valid, and become a mandated test in schools (Liu et al., 2017).

Overall, various changes in CNPFT occurred from 1975 to 2014. These revisions included both skill and health-related fitness components within the assessment (but later placed more emphasis on the health outcomes), the number of testing items decreased through each revision, testing implementation out in the field remained relatively the same, there was an integration of technology within testing, and cut-off values decreased (became easier) over time (Chen, 2015; Liu et al., 2017). Because education is controlled at the national level in China, which is different from that in the US where each state is in charge of its own education, youth fitness testing is implemented nationwide (Keating et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2017). In addition, fitness testing results have been included in the criteria for scholarships. Graduation requirements at all educational levels also take into consideration of students' fitness testing outcomes (Keating et al., 2003). Importantly, college students are also required to take the fitness test, even though physical education is only required for freshmen and sophomores. Outside class time is used for fitness testing junior and senior students in college. However, no data are available to suggest how student fitness testing results would affect physical education instructors' performance.

Comparison Between the Histories of Youth Fitness Testing in China and the U.S.

Throughout the history of youth fitness testing, both countries made revisions in testing purpose, components, and test items. In both China and the US, the fitness testing batteries originated with skill-related fitness components (Keating et al., 2003). Based on concerns of possible negative effects of fitness testing in students, the US made changes to test items by focusing on health-related fitness components only (Morrow Jr. et al., 2009). The assessment methods also switched from having both norm- and criterion-references standards to only using a criterion-referenced testing in the 2012 (Keating et al., 2018). On the other hand, China did not convert to focus on health-related components until 2007 (Liu et al., 2017). Interestingly, neither country incorporates fitness knowledge into their testing components (Keating et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2017), even though it has been well documented that fitness knowledge plays an important role in students' fitness related behaviors (Chen, Liu, & Schaben, 2017). Fitness testing components present in both countries included body composition, cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular strength and endurance, and flexibility, but the CNPFT incorporated muscular power, whereas the US did not (Keating et al., 2018). Criterion-referenced cut-off values with age and gender differences are used to assess student fitness in both countries (Liu et al., 2017; Morrow Jr. et al., 2009). In addition, youth fitness testing has always been required in K-12 programs, even though physical education became an elective during the junior and senior years in college in China (Liu et al., 2017). Only a few states have required youth fitness testing in K-12 programs (Dauenhauer et al., 2019; Morrow Jr. et al., 2009) and college students are not required to take part in fitness testing on a regular basis in the US (Liu et al., 2017; Keating et al., 2018). The test administration is controlled by China's Department of Education whereas each state could have its own fitness testing policy (Dauenhauer et al., 2019; Keating & Silverman, 2009; Mercier, Phillips, & Silverman, 2016; Silverman et al., 2008). Furthermore, Fitnessgram is not developed by state or national educational organization(s) (Cooper Institute for Aerobics Research, 2019) while it is implemented by physical education teachers in schools if it is adopted by the state. For youth fitness testing in China, the national department of education decides on when and how the test battery should be implemented (Keating et al., 2019). To date, Fitnessgram is still only recommended and no nationally required fitness test battery exists in the US (Dauenhauer et al., 2019).

The Effect of the Chronosystem through Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model

These changes in fitness testing represent the notion of time present in the fifth level, the chronosystem in Bronfenbrenner's (1998) Ecological Model. Elder defined the principle of time and place in a historical context as, "the life course of individuals is embedded in and shaped by historical times and events they experience over their lifetime" (1998, p. 3). These changes in youth fitness testing, due to government and cultural ideological shifts, impact each child's cognitive, affective, and psychomotor development within the realm of fitness. From this perspective, the adaptations in youth fitness testing in both countries would have impact on the physical development, working all the way down to Bronfenbrenner's level 1 - the microsystem, of a child's health and growth. Within the global context, the amount and type of changes made to fitness testing between the two countries set the premise for the nested environmental side effects of a child's overall perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, and abilities in youth fitness testing.

Macrosystem - Social and Cultural Values

The above analysis of history, and comparison of youth fitness testing practices between China and the US suggest that social and cultural values greatly affect how youth fitness is assessed. During periods of war, military preparation often dictated how youth fitness testing was implemented and valued. In current day, there is not a need for war preparation, instead childhood obesity and sedentary behaviors are most impactful with youth fitness testing practices. Because of the dramatic changes in lifestyles, students are at a higher risk level for poor health more than ever before. However, except for changing fitness testing items and adjusting cut-off values for the "healthy fitness zone," field-based youth
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Concerns from a Global Context

The intent of comparing China and the US with youth fitness testing is to investigate what progress was accomplished, and what future directions may need to take place in order to support the health and fitness development of each child across the world. There is a global trend with inactivity and obesity (Skinner, Ravanbakht, Skelton, Perrin, & Armstrong, 2018), which indicates the profession of physical education and health needs to make fitness a greater priority. Macfarlane and Tomkinson (2007) warned of a potentially international public health catastrophe, if changes are not made with youth fitness testing. When deciding cut-off scores for criterion-referenced testing, age and gender had been taken into consideration in the past, but other factors such as disability and ethnicity had not (Zhu et al., 2011). The World Health Organization Multicenter Growth Reference Study Group (2006) did take into account cross-cultural differences and published international BMI standards, which is a step in the right direction. However, these reference points are norm-referenced and do not match up with the latest criterion-referenced fitness battery test style.

Moving forward, as Keating and colleagues (2018) cautioned, social and cultural factors need to be a top priority with the potential development of an international fitness testing battery. From a cross-cultural, or eventually global platform, there needs to be consideration of the cultural differences that exist such as styles and types of physical activity, and movement that represent the socialized norms within each social context. Funding and cost of equipment or test administration is another factor that will differ based on the country's economic standpoint. Fitness testing equipment, facilities, and implementation procedures could affect the accuracy of testing results and the ability to increase physical activity levels and fitness with groups of individuals who may need it most. Even within the context of youth fitness testing from a national viewpoint, there are various cultural norms. For example, in China, fitness test results can be utilized in a multitude of ways at the collegiate level such as entrance into college, applying for awards or honors, or forms of accountability (Liu et al., 2017), whereas in the US, fitness scores are not implemented for any purpose at the collegiate level. There needs to be a stronger awareness, and normalization of measuring youth fitness globally.

Discussion

In a world suffering from an obesity epidemic (Lobstein, Baur, & Uauy, 2004; Skinner et al., 2018), and a need to increase daily physical activity to combat such struggles (USDHHS 1996; 2008), youth fitness testing is an instrument that can track data in order to battle such issues (Chinese Department of Health and Fitness Education, 2016; Presidential Youth Fitness Program, 2013; President's Challenge Program, 2016). It is essential to understand how the greater societal environmental factors play into the physical development of each child. From Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model's perspective, youth fitness testing from a historical evolution through time (chronosystem), and a cross-cultural/global social and cultural vantage point (macrosystem), youth fitness testing may have the potential to help shape the youth of today. However, given that childhood obesity has just risen over the past decades in both China and the US, it is important to examine the role of youth fitness testing in educating youth to be physically fit.

Although youth fitness testing practice has been in existence in both countries since the 1950s and a series of revisions have been made to fitness testing batteries to keep up with the changes in social and cultural values, the debates on whether youth fitness testing is needed in schools continue (Cale et al., 2007; Gard & Pluim, 2017; Seefeldt & Vogel, 1989). The long lasting common problems related to field based youth fitness testing (i.e., time consuming, forcing students to perform in front of their peers, the lack of reliability and validity of test implementations, and repetitiveness of testing items) persist in both countries since its inception in the 1950s (Chen, 2015; Garrett & Wrench, 2008; Pate, Welk, & McIver, 2013; Silverman et al., 2008). Such inability of making effective changes in youth fitness testing practice in schools, hinders the endeavor of improving students' overall health. To this end, our paper echoes the call for more research on the topic which has been made by a number of researchers (Cale et al., 2007; Ernst, Corbin, Beighle, & Pangrazi, 2006; Gard & Pluim, 2017; Silverman et al., 2008; Whitehead & Corbin, 1991). Indeed, it is time to investigate why fewer changes have been made to solve the aforementioned problems with youth fitness testing in schools.

A limitation of this paper includes the limited ability to access a wealth of information with regard to China's youth fitness testing history, due to the papers being written in Chinese. This did not allow for as in depth of a comparison between the two cultures as hoped. However, there was literature that provided enough information to display particular similarities and differences in the two countries' journeys in development and refinement of youth fitness testing.

Conclusions

Youth fitness testing on a regular basis has existed in China and the US since the 1950s. Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model is used to identify changes and characteristics of youth fitness testing practice in two of the largest countries in the world. By focusing on the chronosystem, it is concluded that both fitness testing batteries were revised periodically as time passes, even though more revisions and debates occurred in the US. Regarding the macrosystem, social and cultural values in both countries dictated the focus of the current youth fitness testing, resulting in the shift from skill-related fitness to health-related fitness.

Future Research Implications

While the focus of youth fitness testing has changed to health-related fitness, both countries linger behind swift changes in new public health challenges, caused by the dramatic increase of childhood obesity. It is disheartening that many identified common youth fitness testing problems remain unsolved for decades. There is
a need to enact new policies concerning youth fitness testing based on experimental research on the topic. Specifically, more studies are needed on how youth fitness testing can be examined through Brofenbrenner's Ecological Model within the smaller environmental contexts (exosystem, mesosystem, and microsystem). Within the exosystem level, there is a need to explore literature on how state/province and district/local policy exists or is absent pertaining to youth fitness testing. At the mesosystem level, there could be an examination of the environment that is provided for youth fitness testing within schools. This could be anywhere from the facilities and equipment, budget or funding, time allotted, class sizes, the support of administration, or the teacher involvement with youth fitness testing and the impact on the individual child. Studies are also needed concerning the characteristics of programs that have been effective in improving student fitness.

On the smallest level of the model (microsystem), there could be an exploration of factors, categorized as the demand characteristics, genetics, age, and gender that all play a vital role in the outcome of fitness testing from and individual perspective. Along with that, examining past experiences, skills required, and physical literacy necessary to execute youth fitness testing would fall under the resource characteristics of the microsystem. Another aspect of the microsystem with regard to youth fitness testing could be the force characteristics consisting of the motivation (intrinsic or extrinsic - rewards systems), ability to overcome barriers, and grit. The motivation present in the testing environments, the use of result and the programming resulting from analysis of the scores are also of concern. It would also be needed to understand what family support or culture exists with relation to youth fitness testing. With that in mind, it would be interesting to investigate in what specific cultures it is more feasible for youth fitness testing to manifest and thrive to its full potential.

New educational technology has the potential to change the landscape of education. Similar changes may also occur in youth fitness testing. As suggested by Keating and colleagues in 2018 (Keating et al., 2018), there is an urgent need to make more efforts to develop new testing items to solve the aforementioned problems associated with youth fitness testing that affect millions of students’ fitness. Although the costs of using new technology may be a barrier, every effort is needed to make the use of technology a reality so that the effectiveness of youth fitness testing can be improved in both countries.
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